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Patrick Wruck  

Secretary  

British Columbia Utilities Commission 

Suite 410, 900 Howe Street  

Vancouver BC Canada  

V6Z 2N3  

August 8, 2019  

Dear Mr. Wruck, 

Re: British Columbia Utilities Commission: An Inquiry into Gasoline and Diesel Prices in 

British Columbia ~ Project No. 1599007  

Exhibit E-68 

Dear Mr. Wruck, 

On July 26, 2019, the Commission wrote to Trans Mountain (Exhibit A-17) inviting their 

participation at the upcoming workshops scheduled for July 30, 31, and August 1, 2019. The 

Commission requested that Trans Mountain indicate which date would be most suitable for an 

appearance. The Commission also requested that Trans Mountain provide answers to the Panel’s 

questions. The Commission stated that if “participation at the workshop is not possible, the Panel 

requests that Trans Mountain file written responses…no later than Thursday August 1, 2019.”  

Trans Mountain appears to have ignored the Commission’s request since no response was 

provided on the Inquiry record as to the most convenient times for Trans Mountain to appear, 

and no response to any questions was provided by August 1, 2019.  

As you know, Allan and Eliesen inquired on August 7, 2019, whether Trans Mountain had 

responded to the Panel’s request, since in the interests of procedural fairness and natural justice, 

there should be an opportunity to respond in detail to Trans Mountain’s response. We were 

informed by you on the morning of August 8, 2019 no response had been received from Trans 

Mountain. At about noon on August 8, 2019 we were advised that Trans Mountain had just filed 

a letter of comment posted on the BCUC website (Exhibit E-68). 

We submit that Trans Mountain’s letter of comment should not be considered by the Panel and 

should be removed from the Inquiry’s record. The Commission was clear that the response to the 

Panel’s questions must be filed no later than Thursday, August 1, 2019 and Trans Mountain 

ignored the Panel’s request. If the letter remains on the record, it is respectfully requested that the 

Panel confirm the letter will be given no weight in the Panel’s deliberations. 

Beyond issues of procedural fairness and natural justice is the issue of accuracy of the comments 

provided in the letter. Trans Mountain’s letter contains errors in fact as well as information that 

contradicts Trans Mountain evidence filed by the NEB.  
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https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2019/DOC_54910_E-68-TransMountain-LetterofComment.pdf
https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2019/DOC_54757_A-17-PanelQuestions-OralWorkshopInvitation-TransMountain.pdf
https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2019/DOC_54910_E-68-TransMountain-LetterofComment.pdf
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There has been insufficient time to fully address all the claims made in Trans Mountain’s letter 

of comment and the Inquiry record closes today. However, to serve the Commission the 

following must be noted: 

 

1. Trans Mountain’s letter states that, “The NEB’s RHW-001-2013 Reasons for Decision 

and the 2018 Letter Decision resulted in a fairer system for nominations than what 

existed previously including establishment of historic capacity rights for land-based 

destinations, while supporting a market environment that allows scarce pipeline capacity 

to be used by shippers that value it the most. There is no instance where unused capacity 

could result if there is demand to use that capacity by shippers.” 

 

The first issue in the above paragraph is ‘fairer for whom”. Trans Mountain seems 

unaware of the evidence provided by Suncor that clearly explains how the revised 

verification system has resulted in less ‘fair’ treatment of refined product shippers.  

 

The second issue is that Trans Mountain claims that “There is no instance where unused 

capacity could result if there is demand to use that capacity by shippers.” However, there 

is an instance where demand for capacity exists, but the price in the aftermarket is too 

high. Parkland and Imperial have presented evidence whereby capacity was available to 

them in the aftermarket at a very high price and both parties elected not to avail 

themselves of that capacity. Therefore, in such an instance, no party uses the capacity. 

For example, a dock shipper (which as Suncor explained is more a trader than a shipper) 

with 10,000 barrels a day of guaranteed access offers it for sale in the aftermarket at $30 

a barrel. Only 5,000 barrels are picked up in the aftermarket and the long-term shipper 

has no use for the remaining 5,000 barrels a day. This is a plausible economic scenario 

where the shipper leaves 5,000 barrels a day unutilized while receiving $150,000 a day 

for the capacity that was utilized through purchase in the aftermarket. 

 

2. Trans Mountain’s letter states that, “AE assert that “Trans Mountain's apportionment 

process is fundamentally flawed resulting in unused capacity.”  AE do not substantiate 

this assertion in their evidence in this Inquiry.”” Trans Mountain appears to be unaware 

of the evidence filed by Allan and Eliesen in Exhibit C1-2 particularly page 34 and 

footnote 42. 

 

3. Trans Mountain’s letter states that, “AE assert there is sufficient capacity to increase the 

delivery of refined product supply to the BC market, but it is not being used. They report 

that when low percentages of heavy are shipped the capacity of the pipeline is much 

higher than actual reported throughput. According to AE for Q1, 2019 the pipeline 

capacity was utilized between 75 and 85 percent. AE have misinterpreted the data 

prepared by Trans Mountain in its 2010 final toll filing and presented as part of AE’s 

evidence in the Appendix 1 of Exhibit C1-4-2 12. The referenced data describes largely 

theoretical capacity levels developed for incentive toll settlement purposes between Trans 

Mountain and its Shippers. At lower heavy percentages, the data do not account for 

hydraulic limitations of the pipeline system and connected facilities, which has the effect 

of reducing pipeline capacity.”” Trans Mountain’s claim in its letter is inconsistent with 

Trans Mountain’s actual throughput figures from January – April 2019 whereby Trans 

https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2019/DOC_54384_C1-2-Allan-Eliesen-Submitting-Report.pdf
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Mountain reported to the NEB that hydraulic capacity utilization was 82%. (Exhibit C4-6 

ITS Schedule-34). This capacity utilization figure is consistent with our estimate of 75 – 

85% for the first three months of 2019 provided in the AE report. Trans Mountain’s 

comment letter contradicts Exhibit C4-6. 

 

4. Trans Mountain’s comment letter states that, “AE fail to identify that in Appendix 2 of 

Exhibit C1-4-2 Trans Mountain acknowledges that revisions may be necessary: “Should 

the Anchor Loops graphs and equations contained in this Schedule require further 

updating, a revision will be submitted for review and approval.” In 2017, following a 

period of lower heavy throughputs on the pipeline a revision to the method for 

interpreting capacity for the purposes of incentive sharing was in fact made and approved 

by the NEB.” We were aware of Trans Mountain’s promise to update the filing, and also 

aware of ID A85657. The identified filings do not alter the Anchor Loop graphs, or the 

tables we relied on for the estimates prepared for the Inquiry. Even if the data is adjusted, 

the fact remains that capacity available is not being fully utilized and the capacity 

underutilized could readily meet the needs of refined product shippers to the BC market. 

 

 

In summary, it is respectfully requested that the Commission remove Trans Mountain’s comment 

letter from the inquiry record or confirm that the Commission will give no weight to the letter in 

light of procedural fairness and natural justice considerations. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Robyn Allan and Marc Eliesen 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2019/DOC_54674_C4-5-NEB-App-Submission-at-OralWorkshop.pdf



